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Section 230 is not a gift to Big Tech and eliminating it will not solve the problems that Big Tech is causing. Those problems stem from a severe lack of competition. Repealing Section 230 will exacerbate those problems.

Section 230 is critical to the proper functioning of the Internet. To rein in Big Tech, the law should be supported, not weakened or repealed. The Trump Administration’s executive order on Section 230 should be repealed. Further, action to limit the power of large tech companies should be taken on three fronts: antitrust, privacy, and interoperability.

Challenge and Opportunity

Weakening Section 230 Would Not Address Big Tech’s Flaws

Section 230 stands for the simple principle that the party responsible for unlawful speech online is the person who said it, not a website that they posted to, or an app they used, or any other Internet intermediary. This liability structure established by Section 230 comports with the expectations of a broad swath of the American public, as well as common sense.¹

Internet users rely on multiple online services to connect, engage, and express themselves online. That means the general public itself benefits from 47 U.S.C. § 230 (“Section 230”), which provides partial legal protection to intermediaries from liability for hosting their users’ speech. It additionally provides immunity from liability that might arise from a platform or service’s removal of users’ speech or other moderation decisions.

Originally introduced in Congress as the Internet Freedom and Family Empowerment Act, Section 230 is an essential legal pillar for online speech. As the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) told Congress in 2019,² Section 230 ushered in a new era of community and connection on the Internet. It is in large part thanks to Section 230 that people can use the Internet to find friends old and new, learn, share ideas, organize, and speak out.

Today’s Internet would not exist without a chain of intermediaries including ISPs, web hosting companies, domain name registrars, email providers, and social media platforms. Weakening Section 230—or, as President Trump demanded in the last days of his presidency,³ repealing it

---

altogether—would make the Internet a more restrictive place overnight. If potentially on the legal hook for what their users and say and do, those intermediaries would have no choice but to remove more speech than ever before or to prevent speech from being posted in the first place, silencing innumerable voices.

Section 230’s most vocal critics often contradict each other’s narratives about what Section 230 does or what the Internet would be like without it. Many conservatives complain that Section 230 permits Internet platforms to exercise political bias in the way they curate users’ speech or add fact-checks to certain posts. Sen. Josh Hawley (R-MO) and other Republicans have proposed bills to strip “biased” platforms of their Section 230 protections. Some conservatives incorrectly claim that Section 230 already forbids platforms from showing bias. President Trump was so incensed at social media platforms fact-checking him during the 2020 campaign that he issued Executive Order 13925 on “Preventing Online Censorship.” Some liberals, on the other hand, claim that Section 230 lets platforms host hate speech and disinformation.

Politicians and commentators on both sides of the aisle imagine that weakening or repealing Section 230 would address the flaws in large Internet platforms’ practices. Both sides misunderstand that it is the First Amendment—not Section 230—that permits online platforms to curate, moderate, and contextualize users’ speech. And the vast majority of user content, even if objectionable, is protected by the First Amendment. Furthermore, Internet users ought to be able to choose what platforms they engage with based on the platforms’ content policies and styles of moderation, and not be subject to a single approach mandated by the government.

There is a common misconception that without Section 230’s protections, social media platforms would become more permissive in their moderation policies. All evidence points to the contrary. Without Section 230 (or under a weakened Section 230), platforms would become far more restrictive in their handling of users’ speech. Before allowing a user to post online, a platform would need to gauge the level of legal risk that she and her speech represent. Some users,
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9 See United States v. Stevens, 559 U.S. 460, 468-69 (2010) (“From 1791 to the present ... the First Amendment has permitted restrictions upon the content of speech in a few limited areas, and has never included a freedom to disregard these traditional limitations.”), https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/559/460/#tab-opinion-1963156.
particularly those from the most historically marginalized communities, may effectively be excluded from online discussions altogether.\(^\text{10}\)

We have already seen one example of a law that weakens Section 230 in the form of Stop Enabling Sex Traffickers Act (SESTA) / Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act (FOSTA). It has led to sections of websites, or entire websites, shutting down, thereby harming legitimate speech.\(^\text{11}\) And it has been counterproductive in achieving its intended goal: it has hampered, not helped, law enforcement efforts in the area of sex trafficking and harmed those it sought to help.\(^\text{12}\)

### Plan of Action

The first thing the Biden-Harris Administration should do is repeal President Trump’s Executive Order 13925 on “Preventing Online Censorship.”\(^\text{13}\) As we have explained elsewhere, the E.O. poses significant threats to free speech online.\(^\text{14}\) The Biden-Harris Administration should also take actions related to three additional areas: antitrust, privacy, and interoperability.

#### Curb Big Tech’s Abuses Through Smarter Antitrust Efforts

It is a problem that just a few tech companies wield immense control over what speakers and messages are allowed online. Those companies frequently fail to enforce their own policies consistently or to offer users meaningful opportunities to appeal bad moderation decisions. There is little hope of competitors with fairer speech moderation practices gaining market share given the big players’ practice of acquiring would-be competitors before they can ever threaten the status quo.

Furthermore, liability exposure plays a direct role in stifling small business creation for the Internet because it is directly connected to startup costs. The higher the startup costs, the higher the barrier to entry, as only well-resourced players can enter the business. Conversely, the lower a company’s liability exposure, the more money gets invested in trying to launch more ideas and the more people try to start businesses. Taking away the rules that allowed the creation of Big Tech networks will prevent their replacements from being created. If a new entrant in a non-Section 230 world must contend with liability risks that grow exponentially if they become
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successful and expand rapidly, they may collapse before they can establish themselves because of their liability obligations.

Put simply, the better outcome is to have more competitive choices in the online social networking market rather than fewer. In such an environment, the speech moderation decisions Facebook or Twitter make would not have the outsized influence they have today. The Biden-Harris Administration should tackle this problem by updating antitrust enforcement to bring meaningful competition to Internet businesses.\textsuperscript{15}

Actions to take:

- Direct the Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to intervene aggressively in mergers and acquisitions.
- Follow the recommendations of the House of Representatives’ recent report on antitrust (with the exception of the proposed exemption for news media).\textsuperscript{16}
- Pursue and enforce cases that reflect how consumers can be harmed even in markets where services are “free” to the consumer. Courts currently struggle to use a pricing-based consumer welfare standard in applying the Sherman and Clayton Acts. Rulings in antitrust cases are increasingly determined by esoteric economic theories rather than direct evidence of harm to the competitive process.
- Acknowledge and support FTC and state antitrust cases against Facebook.\textsuperscript{17}

\textbf{Curb Big Tech’s Abuses Through Stronger Privacy Rules}

Congress can’t improve Big Tech’s practices without addressing its surveillance-based business models. Large tech companies have endorsed changes to Section 230, but they will probably never endorse real, comprehensive privacy legislation.

Stronger online privacy will require legislation, but there are building blocks already in place. Actions to take:

- Publicly support existing state-level laws that protect user privacy, including the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) and Illinois Biometric Privacy Act (BIPA), and commit to ensuring that any federal action will not undermine those laws.

\textsuperscript{17} For more details about EFF support of this case, see Mitch Stoltz and Karen Gullo, \textit{Federal and State Antitrust Suits Challenging Facebook’s Acquisitions are a Welcome Sight}, EFF Deeplinks Blog (Dec. 20, 2020), https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2020/12/federal-and-state-antitrust-suits-challenging-facebooks-acquisitions-are-welcome.
• Work with leaders in the commerce and judiciary committees in Congress to move forward federal privacy legislation. Federal law should embrace the principles of non-discrimination, no federal preemption of state laws, and a private right of action. Users should have an affirmative “right to know” what personal data is being gathered about them, and online service operators should be required to obtain opt-in consent to collect, use, or share personal data.  

The private right of action is critical: if a company breaks the law and infringes on individuals’ privacy rights, it is not enough to put a government agency in charge of enforcing the law. Users should have the right to sue the companies directly—because government agencies only have so many resources—and it should be impossible to sign away those rights in a terms-of-service agreement. The law must also forbid companies from selling privacy as a service: all users must enjoy the same privacy rights regardless of what they are paying—or being paid—for the service. In short, poor people should not have fewer privacy protections.

The recent fights over the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) serve as a useful example of how tech companies can give lip service to the idea of privacy-protecting legislation while actually insulating themselves from it. After the CCPA passed in 2018, the Internet Association—a trade group representing Big Tech powerhouses like Facebook, Twitter, and Google—spent over $475,000 lobbying the California legislature to weaken it. That the Internet Association and its members have fought tooth and nail to stop privacy protective legislation while lobbying for bills undermining Section 230 says all we need to know about which type of regulation they see as the greater threat to their bottom line.

Curb Big Tech’s Abuses Through Interoperability

Real competition and choice come about when new market entrants—both commercial and nonprofit—can connect their products and services to existing ones, especially currently dominant ones. Better review of proposed mergers will help, as will unwinding existing problematic mergers from the recent past. But interoperability is needed for a truly pro-competitive Internet.
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22 For extensive discussion of EFF’s views on privacy and interoperability, see Bennett Cyphers and Cory Doctorow, Privacy Without Monopoly: Data Protection and Interoperability, EFF (Feb. 12, 2021), https://www.eff.org/wp/interoperability-and-privacy.
First, users should be allowed to do what they want with their data. They should be able to download it and move it to a platform that suits them. Both the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) include some data portability mandates. Big Tech companies have acknowledged that data portability mandates are legitimate and necessary. Google, Microsoft, Facebook, and Twitter are among the founding partners of the Data Transfer Project,\(^{23}\) an attempt to develop secure standards for sending user data from one service to another. Last year, Facebook signaled support for the portability mandate proposed in the ACCESS Act, and requested that regulators tell companies exactly what they need to export.\(^ {24}\)

Second, a back-end interoperability mandate would require dominant firms to grant competitors access to their APIs (subject to oversight to safeguard user privacy). This would allow competitors’ users to interact with the users of the dominant firms even though data is hosted on different platforms. For instance, users who do not like Facebook could join a separate social network—but users of that smaller social network would still be able to read, comment on, and react to comments on Facebook such that Facebook users could see the interactions. This type of requirement may be more burdensome to companies, and it may be wise to only apply it to dominant platforms, at least at first.

Third, a delegability mandate would allow users of any platform to build tools on top of a platform to better control their experience. For example, users of Facebook could build a tool that filters their friends’ posts according to certain criteria.\(^ {25}\)

Finally, EFF supports a legal regime of “competitive compatibility” (ComCom) that removes legal restrictions on competitive innovation. Small competitors should be able to interoperate with an incumbent company’s products or services without the incumbent’s permission to do so. Users and companies must be allowed to build around, and on top of, existing tools and services. This is how telecommunications technology has historically evolved: the first cable TV services, for instance, grew out of hobbyist efforts to bring TV networks to small towns. Unfortunately, companies today often employ legal tools to undermine small competitors, including the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA), as well as terms of service and user agreements.

The Biden-Harris Administration should urge Congress to pass long-pending legislation to rebalance the CFAA and Section 1201 of the DMCA and bring them nearer to their intended purpose. Failing that, some of these rules could be imposed through settlement agreements (via litigation brought by FTC or DOJ) and consent decrees. Companies that wish to do business
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\(^{23}\) Data Transfer Project, About Us, https://datatransferproject.dev/.


with the government could be compelled to follow these rules through revisions to federal procurement guidelines.

Actions to take:

- Foster interoperability through data portability, back-end interoperability, and delegability.
- Take away legal tools that block interoperability by preventing abuse of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act and Section 1201 of the DMCA.
- Provide legal backstops for interoperability changes through the strong privacy laws suggested above.
- Use FTC or DOJ consent decrees or require companies to agree to similar terms as a condition of government procurement in the absence of legislative action.

Conclusion

Section 230’s importance to the Internet cannot be overstated. Section 230 has permitted the Internet platforms that we all rely on every day to grow and flourish. In doing so, it has allowed the Internet to become a central place for the gathering and sharing of ideas, particularly for those who do not have the resources or influence to publish their messages via traditional media. Many of today’s most vital activist movements would not exist without Section 230.

Section 230 has become a lightning rod for politicians and commentators across the political spectrum, with critics of all stripes blaming the law for what they perceive as failures of social media’s moderation practices. Both sides misunderstand that it is the First Amendment, not Section 230, that protects Internet companies’ right to moderate and curate users’ speech.

Critics of Big Tech are right to question the immense power that a few companies wield over online speech. Rather than undermine Section 230, the Biden-Harris Administration should work to advance antitrust enforcement, privacy-protecting laws, and platform interoperability in order to bring real competition and choice to the social media marketplace.
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